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		Ride into Fast-Paced Action in This Upcoming New Blend of Genres
		April 2nd
		Your only weapon against an ongoing robot onslaught is your hoverboard. Hop in the shoes of Vihra, a young runaway mechanic, and venture into the remains of a civilization destroyed by greed and fear. Ride your way out of danger and into robots' face plates as you gain new abilities! (Read More)		
	

	
		Devil’s Hideout: Kickstarter campaign unleashed
		April 2nd
		Today marks a thrilling day for horror game enthusiasts as the Kickstarter campaign for the point and click adventure, Devil’s Hideout, officially launches. The game is developed by the indie developer, Cosmic Void, known for their previous works such as Twilight Oracle, Blood Nova, and The Corruption Within. The campaign kickstarted today and aims to raise €9500 (approx. $10,000) primarily for a full English voice-over, with additional funds allocated for music and animation. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Devil's Hideout - A horror point and click adventure game

		
	

	
		Horror On The Orient Express: The Board Game Kickstarter Fully Funded in 10 Minutes
		April 2nd
		Today the Kickstarter campaign for Chaosium's latest project, Horror on the Orient Express: The Board Game went live. The crowdfunding campaign for this board game adaptation of the Call of Cthulhu TTRPG was fully funded within ten minutes. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Horror on the Orient Express: The Board Game

		
	

	
		Starship Simulator continues to smash stretch goals with VR and shuttles now on the cards
		April 2nd
		We have covered the upcoming Starship Simulator a few times now since it entered its Kickstarter campaign and the ambition and desire of the people at Fleetyard Studios to create the ultimate space sim continues to garner support from gamers who want to see that goal realized. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Starship Simulator

		
	

	
		BLADE RUNNER THE ROLEPLAYING GAME Is Getting Its First Expansion!
		April 2nd
		Free League Publishing has announced Case File 02: Fiery Angels, the hotly anticipated expansion to the acclaimed Blade Runner: The Roleplaying Game, is now available! (Read More)		
	

	
		GWAR To Make A Special Appearance In The New True Believers Comic
		April 2nd
		True Believers is a new comic by horror writer Stephen Graham Jones, Joshua Viola, and Ben Matsuya, a three-issue "cosplay slasher" comic book series set at the Colorado Festival of Horror and a Kickstarter campaign kicking off for the second issue. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				💀 Stephen Graham Jones, Josh Viola & Ben Matsuya's comic 💀

		
	

	
		You have two days left to back FLED, a tactical card and tile escape game for 2-4 players, on Kickstarter
		April 2nd
		FLED, designed by Mark Swanson and illustrated by Klemens Franz, has entered its final 48 hours on Kickstarter and is only $5,000 away from reaching its $50,000 goal.  Based on a historic British fort turned island prison off the south coast of Ireland, FLED is a tactical card and tile escape game for 2-4 players which involves players managing a hand of titles that they will add to the prison and discard to move room to room. You can check out a how to play video above and read below for more details (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Fled: A Gripping Game of Gutsy Escape.

		
	

	
		Bugsnax card game announced on April Fools' Day
		April 2nd
		Bugsnax is getting a card game adaptation – and while it was announced on April Fools’ Day 2024, it does appear to be very real. The project went live on Kickstarter over the Easter weekend, and quickly surpassed its goal, meaning Bugsnax: The Card Game will soon hit a tabletop near you. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Bugsnax: The Card Game

		
	

	
		New Kickstarter: Installation 665 for Mutant Crawl Classics (MCC RPG)
		April 2nd
		Purple Pirate Games and Julian Bernick, writer of many DCC RPG and MCC RPG adventures for Goodman Games, are happy to announce our kickstarter for INSTALLATION 665. This 3rd level adventure for Mutant Crawl Classics RPG brings a heavy dose of cosmic horror along with all the nutty artifacts, interplanetary fungi and giant babies you would expect. 60 pages of exemplary art, layout and graphic player handouts! A terrific value with the production values that Purple Pirate supporters have come to love and expect. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Installation 665

		
	

	
		ICv2: Video Game-Inspired Comic Coming from Oni
		April 1st
		Oni Press has kicked off the publishing program for its video game-inspired comics tied to Cult of the Lamb with a Kickstarter, which is currently over $500,000 with 10 days to go. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				CULT OF THE LAMB: THE FIRST VERSE | An All-New Graphic Novel

		
	

	
		Try Free League's New Sci-Fi RPG Free - Coriolis The Great Dark Quickstart
		April 1st
		Coriolis: The Great Dark is the upcoming 2nd Edition of Free League’s first foray into sci-fi RPGs. And in the midst of a popular Kickstarter campaign, Free League has released and updated, free version of its quickstart rules. Meaning you don’t even have to wait for the end of the crowdfunding campaign to try it out. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Coriolis: The Great Dark RPG – Explore A Lost Horizon

		
	

	
		Don't be Perceived! Use This Invisibility Shield Instead
		April 1st
		There are days in all of our lives where we just don’t want to be perceived, looked at or judged. I know there are days for me at least. When I have to go to the grocery store for instance and I don’t really want to change out of my pajamas, the peer pressure to get dressed usually gets to me so I change. But what about when you want to go out and not be judged. This is where I think that the invisibility shield could come in handy. Well that and maybe changing into your clothes at the beach. I hate going into the dirty bathrooms to change outfits, this would make life much more easy I think. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				INVISIBILITY SHIELD 2.0

		
	

	
		8-Bit Brigade Launches Kickstarter
		April 1st
		We’ve covered the crowdfunding campaigns for several NES homebrews around here. Usually their purpose is to produce physical versions on real NES cartridges, but getting the games published on modern hardware is another matter (unless it’s Steam, then you just roll the ROM into an emulation package and hit “publish”). So, these indie creators figured, why not team up and release one massive compilation title? Thus was formed the 8-BIT BRIGADE. The campaign launched today. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				8-Bit Brigade: An 8-Bit Collection for Nintendo Switch

		
	

	
		Not April Fools: Newly Announced Bugsnax Card Game Is Real, We Promise
		April 1st
		Bugsnax was released back in 2020 and sent players to an island that was home to adorable and delicious kinda bug, kinda snack creatures known as Bugsnax. Now, these Bugsnax are jumping off the screen and onto a card game. You can check out the Kickstarter right here, which has an initial goal of $15,000, and learn more about the game below. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Bugsnax: The Card Game

		
	

	
		Attirecare Launches Plant-Based Detergent on Kickstarter
		April 1st
		Aiming to transform household cleaning, Attirecare, a British lifestyle brand, is set to disrupt the market with its newest Kickstarter campaign. Featuring two seemingly simple yet revolutionary products—the Everyday Detergent and Room Mist—this campaign is poised to redefine home care routines. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Brand new Attirecare Everyday Detergent and Room Mist!

		
	

	
		This Tiny Wheeled Robot Wants To Turn Your Phone Into A Desktop R2-D2
		April 1st
		At-home robots with wheels have had a rough go. Amazon’s Astro. Samsung’s Ballie, whatever the hell this thing is — none of them, even those backed by tech giants, have taken off. But maybe it’s because they missed the point — maybe it’s not a robot we want, but a pair of slick wheels for our phones. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				LOOI: Turn Your Smartphone into a Desktop Robot!

		
	

	
		Glacier Bay Books Launches Kickstarter Campaign for To the Sea, Seaside Beta, More Manga's English Release - News - Anime News Network
		April 1st
		Glacier Bay Books launched a Kickstarter campaign on March 23 to crowdfund the English release of Aoi Mukoubi's To the Sea manga, ohuton's Seaside Beta manga, Byu Kijitori's One Hundred Views of Reality manga, and the second volume of Sayaka Mogi's Final Testament to the Moon manga. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Glacier Bay Books Winter 2024 Titles

		
	

	
		Crowdfunding Tabletop Roundup - GeekDad
		April 1st
		We’ve had a couple of more in-depth reviews of Kickstarter games recently, but as always there are a few other tabletop projects I want to highlight alongside those. A few of these are ending this week! (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Fled: A Gripping Game of Gutsy Escape.
	Super Boss Monster
	River Valley Glassworks
	The Hunting of the Shark: 20 Years of Lone Shark Puzzlehunts

		
	

	
		Power mole tech can transmit electricity through glass
		March 31st
		A California-based inventor has come up with a better way to power your outdoor devices. The revolutionary tech builds off the inductive coupling tech found in wireless phone chargers but can be attached to your window to help carry electricity through the glass to the outside. It’s called a Power Mole, and its currently in the process of being funded on Kickstarter. (Read More)		
	

	
		Steven Kostanski's Deathstalker Kickstarter Enters Final 24 Hours
		March 31st
		One such project that recently came on our radar is Deathstalker, a reboot of Roger Corman’s cult classic sword and sorcery series of the same name from Canadian filmmaker and creature FX master Steven Kostanski (The Void, Psycho Goreman), executive producer Slash (of Guns N’ Roses fame), and the folks at Raven Banner Entertainment. The film is set to star Daniel Bernhardt  of Blood Sport II, John Wick, and The Matrix Reloaded (who many might recognize as the grizzled karate dad from that now infamous Barry bottle episode) in what is sure to be a tremendous mashup of action, magic, and incredible creature effects. (Read More)		
	

	
		Bad Idea Give Away Another Exclusive Comic In Two Hours At WonderCon
		March 31st
		In a couple of hours, the Bad Idea Panel will take place at Wondercon in Seattle, and they are giving away to every attendee the Hero Trade Fourth Anniversary Special. Collecting the original Hero For Sale story by Matt Kindt and David Lapham and its sequel Sell Out, both now in colour courtesy of Bill Crabtree, colourist and current litigant of Invincible. (Read More)		
	

	
		This dark fantasy Metroidvania hooked me in 30 seconds, and some other people too since it's 285% Kickstarter funded after 3 days
		March 31st
		Eden's Guardian is an upcoming Metroidvania that immediately had me hooked with its hand-drawn pixel art and teleporting action, but it seems I wasn't alone, as its Kickstarter campaign has been smashing its funding goals. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				EDEN’S GUARDIAN - A Dark Fantasy Pixel Art Metroidvania

		
	

	
		Horror On The Orient Express: The Board Game Announced
		March 30th
		Tabletop publisher Chaosium announced their latest game in the works with the reveal of Horror on the Orient Express: The Board Game. The game is the latest in the Call Of Cthulhu series of games, as they take the historic European train and plunge it into a journey through the unknown and the terrifying. The team are planning to launch a Kickstarter in April to find it, so there's no release date or guaranteed availability yet. But we have more info about the game below. (Read More)		
	

	
		Kickstarter - Last Stop, Perdition! (Weird Frontiers/DCC)
		March 30th
		I'm a huge fan of David Baitey's Weird Frontiers DCC RPG-powered weird west game/tome. I believe the book is even larger than the DCC RPG rulebook, but David nailed it. I got to play in a Weird Frontiers scenario at Shire Con and Rach and I, and the rest of the table, had a blast. I just have no inkling as to how to WRITE a Weird Frontiers adventure. With Last Stop, Perdition! I'll have a 50-ish page 1st-level adventure to run for my regular gaming group. Win-win if you ask me. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Last Stop, Perdition!

		
	

	
		Foreign fundraising platform launches "LOOI Robot" that turns smartphones into desktop robots
		March 30th
		Foreign fundraising platform Kickstarter is currently seeking support for a revolutionary new hardware innovation – the LOOI Robot. This cutting-edge device has the ability to transform your smartphone into a personalized desktop robot with emotional capabilities. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				LOOI: Turn Your Smartphone into a Desktop Robot!

		
	

	
		Micro Mirrorless Camera Kickstarter Campaign Launched by Yashica and I'm Back
		March 30th
		The concept of a small sensor interchangeable lens is quite charming, but no system smaller than Micro Four Thirds has managed to prove sustainability. There weren’t so many to start with, but Nikon’s “1” series was probably the most successful. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Micro Mirrorless Yashica - I'm Back

		
	

	
		Meet metaDog! An Interactive Lifelike Robotic Pet that Grows and Adapt Alongside its Owner
		March 30th
		A breakthrough in combating loneliness and isolation has emerged from a Chinese company, with the unveiling of their latest mechanical wonder: metaDog. Powered by cutting-edge artificial intelligence (AI), this robotic canine companion is designed to grow and adapt alongside its owner, mimicking the experience of owning a real dog, sources report. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				metaDog | Your Interactive Robo-Puppy

		
	

	
		Support a New Weird Frontiers Adventure ‘Last Stop, Perdition!’ on Kickstarter
		March 29th
		Sheriff Baity is back on Kickstarter with a NEW adventure written by veteran game designer, Steve Bean. Hold on tight, folks! The train doesn’t stop until Last Stop, Perdition! is fully funded! Grab your crazy gang of weird west heroes and climb aboard the Geryon, a supernatural train traveling to the spirit world. Last Stop, Perdition! is a level 1 adventure written for six to eight characters! New NPCs, maps and a crazy train diagram await you in this new project. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Last Stop, Perdition!

		
	

	
		The Tales of Argosa RPG Nears Final Week on Kickstarter
		March 29th
		Pickpocket Press is in the midst of a successful Kickstarter to bring the Tales of Argosa roleplaying game to the masses. Essentially the second edition of Low Fantasy Gaming, this volume promises plenty of depth without GMs and players being saddled with an overbearing rules system. The project is past the 200% funding mark and you can reserve a copy of the core rulebook hardcover (with PDF) for a $65.00 pledge or grab just the PDF alone for a $25.00 pledge through April 7th, with an expected delivery this November. You can even score the 249 page playtest PDF absolutely free at DriveThruRPG. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Tales of Argosa

		
	

	
		'HOMESTEAD' Bring Werewolves to the Wild West
		March 29th
		Longtime Blood Babes know that I’m an insatiable glutton for Western horror. I’m all in, whether it’s cowpokes fighting zombies, dinosaurs, cannibals, vampires, ghosts, or… let’s say… WEREWOLVES! For one reason or another, wolfmen just fit the Western aesthetic so seamlessly. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				HOMESTEAD: A Native American/Western Werewolf Graphic Novel

		
	

	
		Cyber Mission Is A Promising Genesis / Mega Drive Game Inspired by Capcom's Forgotten Worlds
		March 29th
		Indie developer PSCD Games is working on an action title for the Sega Genesis / Mega Drive called Cyber Mission, and it's looking very promising indeed. A side-scrolling shmup in which you control a flying solder, it reminds us a little of Capcom's Forgotten Worlds, which is certainly no bad thing at all. PSCD has stated that it will be opening a Kickstarter campaign to cover the development costs of the title. (Read More)		
	

	
		Pitch Deck Teardown: Plantee Innovations' $1.4M seed deck
		March 29th
		It’s rare that I come across a pitch deck that ticks almost all the boxes. It’s so good, in fact, that I fed Plantee’s deck into an AI tool I built, and it determined there was a 97.7% chance that Plantee would raise money. This tool generally determines that only about 7.5% of all pitch decks are up to scratch, so Plantee’s is positively off the charts. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Plantee – The Smart Indoor Greenhouse

		
	

	
		Cyber Mission Is A Promising Genesis / Mega Drive Game Inspired by Capcom's Forgotten Worlds
		March 29th
		Indie developer PSCD Games is working on an action title for the Sega Genesis / Mega Drive called Cyber Mission, and it's looking very promising indeed. A side-scrolling shmup in which you control a flying solder, it reminds us a little of Capcom's Forgotten Worlds, which is certainly no bad thing at all. PSCD has stated that it will be opening a Kickstarter campaign to cover the development costs of the title. (Read More)		
	

	
		Micro Mirrorless unveiled as the World's smallest Interchangeable lens camera!
		March 29th
		The new unique camera is created through the teaming up of Yashica and Im Back. They started the program for the Micro Mirrorless on Kickstarter which received about USD 130,000 as support surpassing its target of USD 11,062. The Micro Mirroless is a digital camera from the ground up featuring a tiny 12MP Sony IMX117 CMOS image sensor with a 1/2.3-inch which is quite unusually small. In relation, the same sensor is found on the GoPro Hero4 Black action camera. Read more: Micro Mirrorless unveiled as the World's smallest Interchangeable lens camera! (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Micro Mirrorless Yashica - I'm Back

		
	

	
		Revolution's Broken Sword: Reforged Kickstarter is over 1000% funded
		March 29th
		That’s not a typo. One thousand percent. Funded ten whole times over. It seems the people absolutely love George and Nico, and who can blame them? With a target of £50,000, the Kickstarter has reached £577,688 with 4,599 backers at the time of writing. And with a few hours still to go until the clock strikes done, we think it’ll still climb up a little. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Broken Sword: Reforged - Collector's Edition

		
	

	
		Sip and Support: 3Legged Coffee Brewery's Kickstarter Needs You
		March 29th
		Gear up for the grand opening of your future favorite hometown coffee shop by supporting 3Legged Brewing’s Kickstarter Campaign! With a goal of $15,000, this campaign will help fund the cafe buildout and the launch of new products. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				3Legged Coffee Brewery

		
	

	
		Cinema Grip for iPhone 15 Pro/Max Coming Soon to Kickstarter - Designed for Filmmakers
		March 29th
		Since Apple launched the iPhone 15 Pro series, we are witnessing a race with different brands offering accessories to boost and accommodate its impressive recording features. Grips, cages, SSDs, LUTs, you name it. Now, Quip Design announces a new grip with similar features to other mirrorless and cinema camera cages, like multiple mounting threads and solid metal construction. (Read More)		
	

	
		A canvas has appeared on Kickstarter that makes objects “invisible”
		March 29th
		The Kickstarter crowdfunding platform has been replenished with an unusual accessory – Invisibility Shield 2.0. This is a canvas that can make any object placed behind it “transparent”. There are still about two months left before the fundraising is completed, but the project has already raised many times more than its creators planned. This is reported by 4pda.to. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				INVISIBILITY SHIELD 2.0

		
	

	
		Kickstarter - Cthulhu Crisis Comic & Monsters! Monsters! RPG Adventures
		March 28th
		A Fantasy Comic Saga which includes Role-Playing Game adventures for use with Ken St. Andre's Monsters! Monsters! RPG.

I'm a huge Tunnels & Trolls and Monsters! Monsters! fan. The system works extremely well for solos, one on one, and small group sessions and campaigns. The Cthulhu Crisis Comic & Monsters! Monsters! RPG Adventures Kickstarter is a "must-back" for me. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Cthulhu Crisis Comic & Monsters! Monsters! RPG Adventures

		
	

	
		Survival and Success in the Abyss: A New Chapter for Tabletop Enthusiasts
		March 28th
		Dive into the treacherous realm of «The Abyss» with the innovative board game adaptation, «Survive and Thrive: The Board Game,» developed by Glass Cannon Unplugged. As a fresh take on a popular video game, this tabletop adventure promises a riveting experience that combines elements of survival, strategy, and collaboration amidst a mysterious and immersive world. (Read More)		
	

	
		Zoop Is Upping The Indie Comics Crowdfunding Game
		March 28th
		With comic writers and artists moving back and forth between high-profile gigs for the likes of Marvel and DC to smaller indie books, crowdfunding sites like Kickstarter have played a major role in the rapidly growing comic book market. (Read More)		
	

	
		Yashica Micro Mirrorless is World's Smallest Mirrorless Camera
		March 28th
		You’ve seen the world’s smallest Dance Dance Revolution machine, now check out the Yashica Micro Mirrorless. It’s touted as the world’s smallest mirrorless camera and features a 12-megapixel Sony IMX117 CMOS image sensor, the same one found on the GoPro Hero4 Black action camera. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Micro Mirrorless Yashica - I'm Back

		
	

	
		Omni S1 Pro, eufy's new robot vacuum, discounted pre-launch
		March 28th
		Deals come and go, but you rarely get the chance to save big before a new product launches. But that’s precisely the case with eufy’s brand-new flagship robot vacuum and mop combo, the Omni S1 Pro. Representing the pinnacle of the brand’s design and technology, this innovative vacuum introduces a host of new and advanced features. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				eufy S1 Pro Floor Washing Robot Vacuum & All-in-One Station

		
	

	
		Hands on: UGREEN DXP4800 Plus
		March 28th
		Rather than a review, this is a ‘hands-on’ of the UGREEN DSP4800 Plus. Our machine might be superseded before this hardware is commercially available, addressing some of the issues talked about here resolved. Also, the operating system and software are undergoing significant changes at this time. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				UGREEN NASync Series: Your Private Cloud Storage Solution.

		
	

	
		Tavern Talk Thursday: April Kickstarters to Keep an Eye On
		March 28th
		Welcome to Tavern Talk Thursday! We are expanding! What started as a column dedicated to chatting with members of the TTRPG community is growing to talk about all things TTRPG. We aim to continue sharing all the things we love about the community and all the content within. So, consider this a little peek into our favorite worlds and creators as we explore everything we love. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				StoryBake
	A Catalogue of Consumables
	Chronicles of Ivria : The Dragon's Dance - 5E Supplement
	Labyrinth & Lyre rulebook + adventure book (for D&D 5e)

		
	

	
		Don't Starve is getting its own getting its own tabletop adaptation | VG247
		March 28th
		One of the best survival games out there is getting a board game courtesy of Glass Cannon Unplugged, and it’s Klei Entertainment’s roguelike classic Don’t Starve. Going the crowdfunding route through Kickstarter, Don't Starve: The Board Game takes 1-4 players into the randomly generated world of the Constant, a strange and dangerous realm where magic and science intertwine. (Read More)		
	

	
		Considered Co: Coleraine couple kickstart fundraising effort in bid to save zero-waste business
		March 27th
		A young couple from Coleraine have launched a Kickstarter campaign to support the future of their zero-waste business, because issues with their current unit are forcing them to relocate. Unable to fund the move, Marc and Emily Williams, both 26, fear that if they are unable to reach their fundraising target they will have to close their business. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Considered Co - Help us move.

		
	

	
		Eden’s Guardian Launched Its Kickstarter Campaign Along With an Animated Trailer
		March 27th
		Voragine Game Studio has released an animated trailer of their upcoming title Eden’s Guardian produced by Sunshine Animation Studio to celebrate the start of its Kickstarter campaign. The game will be coming out on PlayStation 5, Xbox Series X/S, Nintendo Switch, and PC via Steam. Moreover, a demo version of the game is out on Steam for everyone to try out. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				EDEN’S GUARDIAN - A Dark Fantasy Pixel Art Metroidvania

		
	

	
		A New Dawn for Board Game Enthusiasts
		March 27th
		Venture into the realm of tabletop adventures with the latest creation from Glass Cannon Unplugged, as they unveil a fresh adaptation of a beloved video game into a board game. Drawing from their expertise in reimagining popular titles like Frostpunk and the upcoming Dying Light and Apex Legends, the studio introduces “Survive and Thrive: The Board Game” on Kickstarter. (Read More)		
	

	
		Late Era 3DS Remake Hatch Tales Delayed Again, Now Due In Summer
		March 27th
		A beleaguered Kickstarter project originally slated to release this week is getting another three months in the oven. Following an announcement last fall of a March 28, 2024 launch date for Hatch Tales, developer Atooi confirmed to backers today that the remake of Chicken Wiggle was now slated to launch on June 21. (Read More)		
	

	
		Personal 'invisibility shield' goes on sale, starting under $70
		March 27th
		Manufactured by the London-based Invisibility Shield Co, the Invisibility Shield 2.0 is being offered in Mini, Full and Megashield sizes. As its name implies, it's the new-and-improved successor to the company's original Invisibility Shield. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				INVISIBILITY SHIELD 2.0

		
	

	
		The world's first digital miniature: Doppel persuades the Kickstarter to back a TTRPG hardware project
		March 27th
		We’ve digital minis as pixel tokens to move around a virtual tabletop but Doppel does something different. The hardware device brings a digital character to the physical tabletop. For some, part of the attraction of physical minis is painting them, their feel and even their presentation on display. For others, all those merits are problems and Doppel has found enough backers on Kickstarters who might feel like that to hit target. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Doppel: Bringing Your RPG Characters to Life

		
	

	
		Official Board Game For Roguelike Survival Classic Will Leave You Starving For More
		March 27th
		Glass Cannon Unplugged is pleased to announce that they will be responsible for bringing to the world the official board game adaptation of the award-winning video game Don’t Starve as part of a long-term licensing partnership with Klei Entertainment. (Read More)		
	

	
		Award-Winning Video Game 'Don't Starve' is Making Its Way to the Tabletop World
		March 27th
		In this roguelike-ish cooperative survival game, players are dropped into a randomly generated world where magic and science intertwine. They’ll have to rely on their wits to outsmart fate and stay alive. The game emphasizes player choice, dynamic combat, and open-world exploration with a day/night cycle. The iconic visual design adds to the allure of this bizarre and strange land. (Read More)		
	

	
		The 'Micro Mirrorless' Is the World's Smallest Interchangeable Lens Camera
		March 27th
		The new camera arrives on the heels of the new Yashica and I’m Back partnership that formed late last year after I’m Back experienced a smashing success on Kickstarter with I’m Back Film, a 20-megapixel image sensor built into a film canister that enables photographers to shoot digital photos using analog cameras. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Micro Mirrorless Yashica - I'm Back

		
	

	
		Eden's Guardian - Official Kickstarter Trailer - IGN
		March 27th
		Check out the trailer for Eden's Guardian to see gameplay and more from this dark fantasy Metroidvania game featuring a teleport mechanic. Eden's Guardian will be available on Nintendo Switch, PS5 (PlayStation 5), Xbox Series X/S, and PC, and a Kickstarter campaign is available now. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				EDEN’S GUARDIAN - A Dark Fantasy Pixel Art Metroidvania

		
	

	
		Santa's Little Helper Kickstarter Launched for Short Film
		March 27th
		Santa’s Little Helper is a short horror film written and directed by Lucy Foster, who has a diverse body of much-lauded work spanning feature short film screenplays, stage plays, and audio series. She was a winner of the “New Blood” award at 2023’s Frightfest Film Festival, and a Killer Shorts semi-finalist. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Santa's Little Helper - A Short Horror Film

		
	

	
		invisibility shield 2.0 hides people in plain sight using next generation cloaking technology
		March 27th
		Following the successful development of functional invisibility shields in 2022, UK-based Invisibility Shield Co. has launched its second-generation invisibility shields on Kickstarter. Among the products is the ‘Megashield,’ claiming to be the largest shield ever created. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				INVISIBILITY SHIELD 2.0

		
	

	
		Feel Like You're in 'The Matrix 2' Highway Scene With 'Gun It' and More Kickstarter Highlights
		March 27th
		After the A.I.POKALYPSE you are left to fend for yourself. Hire your best mercenaries, survive the combat zone, and be the sole faction to make it out alive. Build your engine and fight for your life in this epic game in a small box! (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Gummyquest: Delicious Fantasy Gummies
	The Complete Virgin Mine AD&D/5E Mega-Dungeon!
	WE DIE YOUNG - Supernatural Retro Roleplaying in the 1990s
	A.I.Pokalypse - the Auto Battle Card Game

		
	

	
		Eiyuden Chronicle: Hundred Heroes Preview
		March 27th
		Eiyuden Chronicle: Hundred Heroes is an upcoming role-playing game that had its beginnings as a Kickstarter project. Developed by Rabbit & Bear Studios and published by 505 Games, this game was produced and directed by the creator of Konami’s Suikoden series, Yoshitaka Murayama. (Read More)		
					Associated Projects:				Eiyuden Chronicle: Hundred Heroes
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Infestation at Devil's Glade for 5E Games > Tabletop Games
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